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SOCIETAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN &
NATIONAL INSECURITY:
THE NEED FOR GENDERED SECURITY
James M. Minnich

Societal violence against women in peace and conflict is an assault upon
humanity, communities, and countries as it causes national insecurity.1 In
other words, a society’s peace, prosperity and stability are conditional to the
treatment of its women, men, girls, and boys.2 The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, it examines global manifestations of societal violence
against women in peace and conflict through an analysis of violations of
bodily integrity, inequalities in family law, and disparities in decision-making councils.3 Second, it argues that security practitioners who are educated
in gendered security can affirmatively counter the endangerment and exclusion of women in peace and conflict as identifiable in wellsprings of
societal violence, which promotes domestic and transnational insecurities.
In a U.S. Defense Department-funded study, female empowerment
and subordination were identified as determinants to national security
that directly affects the security dimensions of political stability and governance, security and conflict, economic performance, health and wellbeing, demographic security, public education, environmental protection
and social progress.4

Triple Wellsprings of Societal Violence
Building upon the works of political scientists Johan Galtung, Ted Gurr,
Gregory Raymond, and Charles Tilly,5 American political scientist Mary
Caprioli postulated that cultural and social norms of intolerance and inequality perpetuate violence to resolve conflict.6
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Former United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan’s address to world leaders is quintessential in understanding the ramifications of gender inequalities
in peace and conflict. Said he, “The world is starting to grasp that there is
no policy for progress more effective than the empowerment of women and
girls. And … no policy is more important in preventing conflict, or in achieving
reconciliation after a conflict has ended.”

Norwegian scholar Johan Galtung, a founder of the discipline of
peace and conflict studies, postulated a trifurcated societal violence that is
shaped by direct violence, structural violence, and cultural violence.7 Direct violence is incident oriented and actor (individual, group, state) perpetrated; structural violence is an institutionalized process of discrimination
and exclusion; and cultural violence is an invariant that makes structural
violence acceptable, or at least tolerated.8 In view of Galtung’s typology,
societal violence against women could be defined as direct when a woman is
assaulted, which manifests in violations of bodily integrity; structural when
thousands of women are kept in dependency, which presents through
inequalities in family law; and cultural when the subservience of women
is perpetrated in religion, language, norms, and symbols, and persists in
gender disparities such as decision-making councils.

Violations of Bodily Integrity
Direct violence against women is the nadir of unequal gender manifestations as it dehumanizes women, and tears at social unity.9 The United Nations General Assembly defined violence against women as “violence that
results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or
suffering to women,” and stipulated violence against women as a leading
social mechanism by men to subordinate women.10 Bodily integrity is an
inalienable right of self-autonomy over one’s own body.11
In Peace. Subordination of women is universal among all nation-states
as all share ideologies and constructs of male dominance, and is globally manifested irrespective of social variances or forms of governance.12
Women suffering, although global in occurrence, is not universal in its
uniformity.13
Papua New Guinea is an independent state in Oceania and ranks very
high in women’s inequality. Women’s inequality, as measured by incidents
of sexual and physical abuse, is estimated to have been inflicted on two68
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thirds of all females in Papua New Guinea, which is higher than reported
global averages of one in three women.14 In Papua New Guinea, 59% of
surveyed men admitted to raping a sexual partner.15 In a United Nations
Development Programme survey of 10,000 men in nine Indo-Pacific
states, half who admitted perpetrating rape claimed to have first raped as
a teenager, of whom upward of 97% claimed to have never been indicted
for their crimes.16 Overwhelmingly, all nine surveyed sites identified sexual
entitlement—the right of sex irrespective of consent—as the principal
motivation for rape.17 This United Nations study concluded that violence
against women is a manifestation of gender inequalities and subordination
of women in domestic and public domains. Galtung would ascribe the
abuse of one woman as direct violence, and the abuse of two-thirds of all
females in a society as both structural and cultural violence.18
American anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sanday correlated male dominance
with group insecurity and instability. American professor of gender and violence Gwen Hunnicutt ascribed male violence toward women as an outgrowth
of patriarchal systems. The late American anthropologist and prolific writer
Marvin Harris postulated that male dominance originated in warfare from a
monopoly of weapons, but discounted genetics or convention as its source.

In Conflict. For centuries, rape as a form of violence against women
was generally accepted by many as the cost of war, and largely overlooked
as a crime against humanity.19 Neither the Nuremberg trials of 1945-46
nor the Tokyo trials of 1946-48 convicted a single person solely on the
charge of sexual violence against women, despite well over one million
women raped during World War II.20
Rape as a tactic of war was perpetrated in the 8-year French Indochina War
from 1946, India’s 1948 operation to subdue Hyderabad, the 3-year Korean
War from 1950, America’s 10-year Vietnam War from 1964, and the Bangladesh Liberation War of 1971 that witnessed the rape of as many as 200,000
Bengali women in just nine months of fighting.

With past as prologue, the international community remained silent
as mass incidents of rape persisted in military conflicts over the 50 years
following World War II. As the Soviet Union collapsed in December 1991,
former Yugoslavia reft in a series of ethnic wars and insurgencies that witnessed Europe’s most brutal conflict since 1945. In April 1992, the Bosnian War erupted in a torrent of ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity, which promulgated the systematic rape and sexual enslavement of
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as many as 50,000 women and girls before the war’s end 44-months later.21
As the Bosnian War raged in Europe, the Hutu government in Rwanda led
a 100-day genocidal war against its Tutsi population, which included the
deliberate rape of some one half million women and girls.22
To prosecute war crimes from these two horrific wars, the United
Nations established the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) in May 1993,23 and the International Criminal Tribunal
for Rwanda (ICTR) in November 1994.24 The charter for both these judicial bodies included the charge of rape as a crime against humanity, the
first time in history the international community classified rape as a crime
of war.25 Classifying rape as a crime against humanity was the first step.
Convicting war criminals of rape would prove to be the court’s true test.
Since its inception, ICTR has indicted 93 people for genocide and
other serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in
Rwanda in 1994;26 of those, 17 were convicted for crimes against humanity for rape.27 In September 1998, Mr. Jean Paul Akayesu, former mayor of
Taba, was the first person ever convicted internationally of crimes against
humanity for rape.28 This conviction was anything but proforma, as Judge
Navanethem Pillay, the only female judge on the ICTR bench, is reported
to have refocused the line of questioning about evidence toward sexual
violence, which eventually brought an amended indictment for charges of
sexual violence by Akayesu.29 In a statement after the verdict, Judge Pillay
offered these remarks: “From time immemorial, rape has been regarded as
spoils of war. Now it will be considered a war crime. We want to send out
a strong message that rape is no longer a trophy of war.”30
Twenty-nine months following the ICTR conviction of Akayesu in
Rwanda, ICTY issued its first convictions for crimes against humanity for
rape. In the verdict read by Presiding Judge Florence Mumba, she stated
that Dragoljub Kunarac, Radomir Kovac, Zoran Vukovic, as well as other
Bosnian Serb troops in Foca, used rape as “an instrument of terror,”31
during the Bosnian War. In the prosecution of war crimes in Rwanda
and Bosnia, ICTR and ICTY collectively convicted nearly 70 perpetrators
of crimes against humanity for rape.32 While these are landmark convictions, given the systematic approach to rape brutally some one-half million women on two continents, the conviction of a mere 70 people rings
hollow.
Spurred by the horrors of the Bosnian War, the United Nations General Assembly promulgated Resolution 48/104 in December 1993, which
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called upon states to condemn, prevent, and punish violence against women. American lawyer Tamara Tompkins postulated that rape is fixed in the
male domination of women, and is manifested in aggression, discrimination, inequality, and misogyny.33 American feminist author Susan Brownmiller suggested that rape is a male method of social control through “a
conscious process of intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state
of fear” [emphasis in original].34 The nature of warfare in the 21st century
has shifted from nationalist to ethnoreligious, with its deeply conservative and reactionary treatment of women and their rights.35 Consequently,
widespread disregard for bodily integrity in today’s conflicts has subjected
millions of women and girls to horrible direct, structural, and cultural violence.36 While violations of bodily integrity scream injustice and demand
accountability, inequalities in family law silently sow seeds of societal violence against women.

Inequalities in Family Law
Family or matrimonial law is based on customs and codified by statutes
to govern family relationships, rights, duties, and finances. Customary and
statutory laws are often underpinned by social and religious practices.37
American professors Valerie M. Hudson, Donna Lee Bowen, and Perpetua Lynn Nielsen ascribed statutory or customary family laws that preference male over female as the source of structural violence against women,
which in conflict tends toward its meanest manifestations.38
In Peace. Family, societies’ primordial unit, has universally advantaged
men over women and boys over girls.39 Despite worldwide promulgation
of women’s suffrage, anachronistic family law across the globe continue to
bias women and preference males.40 Whereas social inequalities manifest
worldwide, they are glaringly obvious in family laws. Family law addresses
issues of marriage, divorce, custody, and inheritance, but reflects societal
devaluation of women by its inequalities. Gender inequalities are self-evidenced when males are held superior to females; girls are married younger
than boys; polygyny is embraced; marital rape is non-criminalized; female
infanticide is accepted; men divorce more easily than women; and men are
advantaged over women in rights of property and inheritance.41
Male dominance is a condition where men retain most of the power
and influence; or more precisely, a structural and ideological system of
male domination and female subordination.42 Hoy suggested three defining characteristics of male dominance: authoritarian aggression by men
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American anthropologist Peggy Sanday suggested that there are two social
orders: diarchy and patriarchy (male dominance). Her adaption of the term
diarchy, as defined by American anthropologist Janet Hoskins, described a
male-female political system of shared authorities that fluctuates in control,
and is formalized by principles of interdependence and mutuality. Of these
two social orders, male dominance prevails globally, which is viewed by many
to be deleterious to state security, stability, and prosperity.

against women, authoritarian submission of women to men, and a hierarchical social structure where men overwhelmingly control political power.43
Male dominance and patriarchy are synonymous terms. Macro-patriarchy
occurs in governments, bureaucracies, markets, academia, and religion;
and micro-patriarchy occurs in families, relations, social interactions, and
organizations. Sanday asserted that male dominance is either authentic or
imposed, but either way, it is evidenced by a litany of social ills.44 An enumeration of such ills includes the valuation of fear, conflict, and warfare;
the preference for sons over daughters; the pervasiveness of domestic
violence; the diminution of women in public life; the bias toward gender
segregation; the perpetuation of creation myths that impute women as a
source of evil; the acceptance of polygyny; and the convention of brideprice or dowry that consigns women as chattel and economic liabilities.
Caprioli affirmed that states enlarge their probability of internal
conflict through such practices of gender inequality, which she assessed
through an analysis of reproductive health, empowerment, and labor
force.45 The United Nations Development Programme defined and measured the societal impact of each of these three indicators.46 Reproductive
health can be quantified using the rates of maternal death and adolescent
pregnancy, which at high rates manifests societies’ devaluation of women.
When broadly considered, reproductive health is more precisely viewed
as a distillation of inequalities that transcends rates of maternal death and
adolescent pregnancy to affect opportunities for education, employment,
and decision-making authority.47 Empowerment can be measured using
the percentage of women in parliament, with a recognition that political
access enables decision-making over life.48 A labor force analysis measures
gender diversity in labor markets, and denotes gender inequalities, discrimination, and structural violence.49 Compelling empirics indicate that 38.3%
of all nations embrace structural violence-based family laws that tend between high and very high in women’s inequality, which strongly correlates
with states that are less peaceful and more fragile.50
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In Conflict. Linkages between sexism (male-dominant societies) and
militarism are well-researched.51 In a demographic analysis of 112 societies, Divale and Harris considered tribal warfare as the chief cause of
institutional and ideological supremacy of males.52 Male supremacy or
dominance is inherent to gender-based divisions of labor; is manifest in
gender-based asymmetry of political, economic, military, police, and religious institutions; and is ascribed to the sexual dimorphism that engenders
males with greater stature, weight, and hormones that are useful in dominance that propagates structural violence.53
While violations of bodily integrity scream injustice and demand accountability, and inequalities in family law silently sow seeds of societal
violence against women, it is disparities in decision-making councils that
perpetuate disdain for women while meting cultural violence against one
half of the global population.
American anthropologists William Divale and Marvin Harris correlated occurrences of war and male supremacy; American anthropologist Keith Otterbein
drew relationships between incidence of war and societal norms of patrilocality, patrilineality, and polygyny; American anthropologists Peggy Sanday
strongly associated frequency of war with a society’s incidence of female rape;
and American political scientist Marc Ross identified prevalence of war with
exclusion of women from public leadership.

Disparities in Decision-making Councils
Decision-making is the power to influence private and public life.54 Patriarchy, however, proscribes women from ascending to decision-making
councils, particularly councils with mandates extending beyond issues that
affect women and children. O’Neil and Domingo suggested that institutions (norms and rules), structures (social, economic, and political endowments), and capabilities (education, class, and profession) are chief
determinants in women’s ascent to political power.55 Discriminatory sociocultural institutions and structures, however, delimit women’s opportunities to develop requisite capabilities that improve access to professional organizations, labor markets, and decision-making councils.56 Consequently,
it is hoary gender roles in peace and conflict that perpetuate bad policies
of cultural and structural violence, which persistently broadens the gender
gap.57
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In Peace. The United Nations leads international advancement of
women’s rights through reform advocacy of gender discriminatory practices, policies, and structures. In 1979, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women as an international bill of rights for women, which
is legally binding in 189 states that ratified it (UN, 1979). The Convention
specifically prohibits gender-based discrimination in all fields to include
political, economic, social, cultural, and civil; and calls upon the ratifying
states to take all measures, including legislation, for the advancement of
women on a “basis of equality with men” (Article 1). Women’s rights of
marriage and family life are codified in Article 16 of the Convention; and
if signatory states would adhere to the injunctions, family law discriminations would end. Absent an enforcement mechanism, however, the 1979
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women remains more aspirational than foundational.
Gender inclusion, a half-step toward gender equality, is an affirmative approach to include female presence and perspectives in this maledominated sphere.58 Gender inclusion is not tokenism, but a deliberate
international policy approach to achieve universal gender equality in political, economic, and societal spheres by adopting policies and programs
that further equality and arrest inequality.59 The United Nations General
Assembly termed gender inclusion as gender mainstreaming, which it formally adopted as a policy approach at the Fourth World Conference on
Women in 1995.60
As the twenty-first century dawned, the international community
proffered hope for greater gender inclusivity in peace and conflict, with
the promulgation of United Nations Security Council resolution (UNSCR) 1325 on Women, Peace, and Security (WPS) in 2000; a landmark global
resolution that affirmed women’s essential participatory and decisionmaking roles in conflict prevention and resolution, and the importance of
women’s equal involvement in the advancement and preservation of peace
and security. Since implementation of resolution 1325, only nine IndoPacific countries have promulgated WPS National Action Plans (NAP).
These nine countries with a WPS NAP represent less than 11% of the
84 UN member states with an enacted WPS NAP, or 4% of the 193 total
UN member states who as signatories are legally bound to implement a
WPS NAP.61 Equally illustrative of state inaction in advancing real reform
for women in peace and conflict, is the reality that only 17 UN member
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states with a WPS NAP have allocated a budget to implement their legal
obligations under UNSC resolution 1325 on WPS.62
In 2010, the United Nations General Assembly established UN
Women, the UN Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women, to advance needs of women.63 However, as advocate and bellwether for gender mainstreaming, the United Nations stands in stark contrast to the ideal with only 8% of its senior staff appointments being filled
by women.64 This degree of gender disparity is equally manifest at lower
operational levels where women account for fewer than 4% of military
and 10% of police deployed on 36 UN peace operations.65 American political scientist Helene Silverberg cautioned against an “add women and
stir” approach to gender mainstreaming, observing that this practice tends
toward polarization not amalgamation, and wrongly ascribes gender issues as being germane only when women are included in decision-making
councils.66
An aversion to gender integration in decision-making councils is evidenced when measured globally by the low percentage of women who
have attained seats in national parliaments. In July 2018, only 24.2% of
national parliamentarians were women, which increased from 17.9% in
July 2009 and from 11.7% in July 1999.67 Obstructed pathways to attain
national power for women perpetuates patriarchy and is emblematic of
cultural violence through gender exclusion.68 Gender exclusion is a promulgation of the offensive maxim that women should be seen and not
heard.69 This hoary adage was a national refrain carried in the press when
Jeannette Pickering Rankin (1880-1973) was elected a U.S. congresswoman in 1916.70 Despite more than 100 years having transpired since Rankin
became the first woman to hold U.S. federal office, the press continues a
hostile policy toward women seeking public office,71 as it trivializes them
as being more decorative than substantive.72 For women who persevere a
biased press to become elected, many must then endure overt sexism that
emanates from within parliament.73
In Conflict. Practices of discrimination, patriarchal structures, and exclusion perpetuates women as superfluous as it delimits them from being
agents of a better peace and security.74 Women are societies’ most vulnerable group in peace and conflict, making them susceptible to violence, displacement, and exclusion.75 Despite international opprobrium for gender
inequality and violence, recent publications76 and datasets77 elucidate that
nation-states have taken little more than a façade of substantive actions
to affirmatively advance gender mainstreaming, and end societal violence
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against women with its deleterious effects on national and transnational
security.
Problems associated with underrepresentation of women in decisionmaking councils are manifested in violence against women in peace and
conflict,78 and undervaluation of gender-perspectives in peace and peacebuilding.79 While formal or tacit agreements terminate war, successful war
termination is measured by five or more years of conflict cessation permanency.80 American international relations scholar Michael Doyle and
political scientist Nicholas Sambanis compiled a dataset of war terminations since 1944 to 1996 and noted that 65% of 124 civil wars relapsed
into fighting within five years of war termination.81 Despite evidence that
women’s participation in peace negotiations yields greater success in war
termination, women continue to be excluded in large part from negotiating peace agreements.82 American researcher Laurel Stone studied 182
peace agreements signed between 1989 and 2011 and determined that
peace processes, which included women as witnesses, signatories, mediators, or negotiators demonstrated a 20% increase in the probability of a
peace agreement lasting at least two years, with 35% of those agreements
lasting at least 15 years.83 Canadian professor Fen Osler Hampson identified the necessity of addressing women’s needs as one of seven essential
factors in realizing a durable peace settlement,84 which underscores Stone’s
findings that women peacemakers achieved a more durable peace as they
routinely promoted peace settlement provisions that advanced women’s
rights and equality.85
If gender mainstreaming in peace and conflict can be approached or
achieved, it will require nation-states to denounce all violations of bodily
integrity as direct violence against women; dismantle inequitable family
laws that perpetuate structural violence against women; and transform
gender culture, which trivializes women’s voices, weakens their presence in
decision-making councils, and propagates cultural violence against women.86

Implementing Gendered Security to Improve National
Security
Coalesced around the principles of protection, prevention, participation,
relief and recovery, the UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and Security
(WPS) charged global leaders to protect women and their rights in peace,
peacekeeping, peacemaking, and peacebuilding.87 The dissonance between
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government inaction and legal obligations toward implementing WPS
suggests that states may not intuitively correlate societal violence against
women with insecurity in peace and conflict.88
Two factors—traditional concepts of security and male-masculine
dominance of security sectors—feature prominent in inert approaches
toward this exigent problem of practice.89 The WPS mandate confronts
the cultural model of the male-dominated security sector by directing all
nations to address and resolve issues of women’s roles in peace and security. Security sectors, or the public, national, and collective safety and security institutions that provide for security, are soundly representative of the
male domain and their interests, which well aligns to traditional security
issues that scarcely consider vulnerable populations fundamentally or the
women’s security issue expressly.90 Traditional security issues imply threats
against a sovereign state’s citizenry, territory, polity, economy, and interests,
and views the coherence of this juridical entity as the referent of security
while often discounting individual welfare or gendered security.91 By shifting the security referent from the polity to the people, policymakers and
practitioners alike can more distinctly discern security threats and aptly
adopt policy priorities to sensibly focus security resources.92
The WPS mandate is the global framework that gives rise to a theory
on gendered security. Gendered security is a methodology to strengthen solutions to state and human security issues through an approach that frames
individuals as the security focus while accounting for gender-based needs
and interests of women, men, girls, and boys in all security situations.93
Frames are mental models for making sense, and reframing is a technique
for seeing issues anew, or from alternative perspectives.94 Applying a gendered security frame, or gendered security perspective to security issues of
peace and conflict offers security practitioners a means to examine crises
beyond a traditional security frame as they consider gender-nuanced collective interests. Adeptly selecting security frames comes from familiarity of various approaches and perspectives, and experience in application.
Frames are akin to a manual transmission: the more experienced the user
at shifting gears, the more effortless and smooth the ride. Like transmission gears, frames have unique functions and are applied based on needs.
Security practitioners can learn a gendered security frame and its application value in peace and conflict by considering gendered security principles of gendered security perspective, prevention, protection, and participation in the analysis and implementation of security missions. While
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gender analyses of operational environments may vary, an effective technique is to crosswalk the eight operational variables of political, military,
economic, social, information, infrastructure, physical environment, and
time (PMESII-PT) with the four gendered security principles of gendered
security perspective, prevention, protection, and participation (Gendered
Security Principles Four, or GSP4).95
To analyze the security environment through a gendered security perspective is fundamental to understanding security’s broader contexts, and its
implications toward a gendered inclusive security that responds to the diverse security needs of all. Gendered security prevention is substantially more
than the absence of conflict as it confronts cultural and structural catalysts
that divide, devalue, demean, and degrade people across a gendered social
hierarchy. Gendered security protection opposes a trifurcated societal violence
of direct violence, structural violence, and cultural violence in times of
peace and conflict as it protects access, engagement and participation in all
aspects of society. Gendered security participation empowers the diverse and
inclusive meaningful involvement of all genders in all areas, at all levels,
and at all times.
Weakened approaches toward implementing gendered security include those that view women’s perspectives and participation as an additive to conventional security methods. Equally delimiting to the value of a
gendered security approach is its detachment as a peripheral consideration
or afterthought from security discussions, plans, and operations. This is
evidenced as security practitioners outsource to their nominal members
the gender analysis task for purposes of additively applying gender considerations to conventional security. A gendered security perspective is so
much more than the practice of soliciting women’s views on security matters predicated on the prospect that men and women perceive differently.
Such limited efforts are incredibly circumscribed and forfeit opportunity for a gendered security approach that considers the complex security
needs of a community in an effort to create a better security for all.
The premise of gendered security is that implementation of its principles by security practitioners in peace, peacekeeping, peacemaking, and
peacebuilding will advance the security, stability, and prosperity that improves the collective security of societies, nations, and regions. This is
evidenced when security practitioners counter society’s power relations of
gender to advance each genders engagement as equals in areas of influence, representation, and perspective in family, society, culture, religion,
law, civic-life, decision-making, conflict resolution, resource distribution,
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Figure 5.1: PMESII-PT/GSP4 Gendered Security Analysis Tool (GSAT)
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economics, livelihood, health, well-being, and more. Factors of equal engagement are the essence of the gendered security perspective principle.
Each genders equal engagement is contingent on equal access to justice,
education, employment, resources, institutions, and the power to influence private and public life; these too must be safeguarded by security
practitioners in every domain. Factors of equal access are the essence of
the gendered security prevention principle. Absent equal protection from
direct, structural, and cultural violence and protection for equal access, engagement, and participation in all aspects of society and in the application
of its laws, rules, and regulations, security does not exist. Factors of equal
protection are the essence of the gendered security protection principle.
Structural and cultural exclusion from equal participation in families, societies, cultures, and religions perpetuates structural and cultural violence
upon society’s vulnerable genders as it proscribes meaningful participation
in elections, governments, councils, and meetings, which denies power or
capacity to change policies, practices, and institutions that advance a better
security for all. Factors of equal participation are the essence of the gendered security participation principle.
A gender analysis tool is an analytical framework that aids thinking
toward the identification of gender-based vulnerabilities, risks, and needs
from impacts of peace, crisis, and conflict upon each gender. Figure 5.1 is
the PMESII-PT/GSP4 Gendered Security Analysis Tool (GSAT), which
defines 32 aspects of gendered security in an operational environment
through a crosswalk of the operational variables and gendered security
principles. The PMESII-PT/GSP4 GSAT (or GSAT) is both comprehensively descriptive and sectorally specific for use in gendered security
analyses of operational environments that are either large-and-complex
or small-and-simple. Viewed horizontally, the GSAT comprehensively describes the application of a single gendered security principle across all
operational variables. Viewed vertically, the GSAT sectorally describes the
application of all gendered security principles within a single operational
variable of an operational environment. The GSAT holistically defines a
standard of applied gendered security throughout a notional operational
environment. Using the GSAT as an implemented standard for gendered
security, analysts can benchmark to assess the gender-based vulnerabilities,
risks, and needs of an assessed operational environment.
Militaries use PMESII-PT operational variables to conduct analysis of
operational environments. The PMESII-PT/GSP4 GSAT was developed
to meet security practitioners’ pressing need to describe and analyze an
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operational environment through a gendered security lens or framework.
The GSAT will be taught to security practitioners for their considered application. The author will also institute feedback and data collection mechanisms to better help security practitioners understand and implement
gendered security principles. The Figure 5.1 PMESII-PT/GSP4 GSAT
concisely defines the operational variables, gendered security principles,
and 32 aspects of gendered security in an operational environment.
Using the GSAT, consider the PMESII-PT/GSP4 factors to understand the gendered security aspects of an operational environment. For a
gendered security perspective of political structures, consider each gender’s engagement as equals in influence, representation, and perspective in
law, civic life, decision-making, conflict resolution, and resource distribution. For gendered security prevention by the military and police, consider
each gender’s equal access to military and police institutions with established norms, rules, and jobs that uniformly engage people. For gendered
security protection in economic areas, consider each gender’s equal protection as consumers and merchants in bazaars, markets, and businesses.
For gendered security in social participation, consider each gender’s equal
participation in social organizations of families, communities, schools,
and places of worship. For a gendered security perspective of infrastructure, consider each gender’s engagement as equals in areas of influence,
representation, and perspective in infrastructures that provide for health,
well-being, and care of common resources. For gendered security prevention in information, consider each gender’s equal access to literacy, information, knowledge, print media, TV, radio, Internet, telecommunication
and gender sensitive information that includes early warning alerts. For
gendered security protection in the physical environment, consider each
gender’s equal protection in the use of ecosystems and equal protection
from diseases, and climate impacts on health and well-being. For gendered
security participation in time, consider each gender’s equal participation in
paid productive time and unpaid reproductive time to maintain domestic
life and to bear and rear children.
Sixty years ago, French counterinsurgent theorist David Galula asserted that in conflict people are the prize, an axiom that military leaders
have repeatedly ignored by acting as if people were either the problem
or the playing field.96 This article proffers that gendered security esteems
people as the priority and considers that security practitioners share duty
and necessity to enlarge peace, prosperity, and stability by opposing so-
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cietal violence against women in peace and conflict. Obliged to uphold
UNSCR 1325 on WPS, countries should seek to enlarge their national
peace, prosperity, and stability by adopting a gendered security approach
and implementing their own WPS national action plan.
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